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STUDIES OF RHYTHM.
By Prof. G. STANLEY HALL and JOSEPH JASTBOW.
Peychophysical Laboratory, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore.
IN a series of observations undertaken in the psychophysical
rooms of this University by Mr. J. M. Cattell, single letters of
1*75 diopters were cut out of a book of Snellen's optotypes and
pasted in horizontal rows 1 cm. apart on a white background
around the revolving drum of a Ludwig kymograph. Care was
taken that there should be no repetition of letters or of sequences
and that the letters should not spell or suggest any words.
These letters were viewed at a constant distance of easy accom-
modation through a screen placed as near as possible to the
drum, by means of a slit 1 cm. wide and of variable horizontal
length. The revolution of the drum gave thus the conditions of
normal reading except that instead of the eye moving along
the line of letters the line moves in the opposite direction across
the field of vision, the eye remaining stationary. By varying the
width of the aperture or slit, the rate of movement of the drum
and the size of the letters, several interesting determinations
elsewhere to be reported were made. One striking result, some-
what incidental however to the main object of these observations,
was that under the same conditions the names of the letters
could be pronounced more rapidly than the letters could be
counted. With the slit open, e.g., 1 cm., exposing thus one letter
at a time, the average time of many records each in nine different
persons was 0-248 and 0283 sec. per letter at the most rapid
possible rate of pronouncing the names of and of counting series
of fifty letters respectively. As in naming letters we can
foresee no sequence but only the interval, while in counting we
foresee the succeeding number-names and have only to match a
series of visual and an established series of motor impressions,
t.hiR time-relation was' not foreseen. In a later series of obser-
vations yet unfinished, Mr. G. T. Kemp counted linear sets of
from three to thirty black squares pasted upon strips of white
pasteboard. The eyes were brought before a long slit closed by
the arm of a long horizontal lever held in position by a magnet,
while the attendant placed any slip in the slide where it was
instantly seen as (after an avertinsemeni) the lever fell. The ob-
server had to press a key as soon as the counting was finished, and
the attendant only to set the Hipp-chronoscope and record the
results. As the whole series to be counted was seen from the first
and the position of the first spot to be counted was predetermined,
and as all erroneous results were excluded by the recorder and all
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those that seemed exceptionally long or otherwise unfavourable re-
i'ected by the counter, the conditions were favourabla Yet evenlere for the longer slips of between twenty or thirty spots the
average time per spot was rarely reduced below \ sec. and
sometimes reached and even exceeded \. The strain of con-
centration is great. The attention is very prone to slip forward
or backward one or two steps or to lose the place along the line
of such uniform spots even if they are 1 cm. apart and only 1 ft.
from the eye, and rests must be frequent and of increasing
length. By arbitrarily varying the rhythm, ue. by counting by
ones or in groups of twos, threes, fours, &c., the time-results can
be varied constantly, as will be seen later in the full report, but
very rarely reduced below the limit.
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For the further study of these and other rhythmic phenomena,
undertaken with Mr. Joseph Jastrow, two round plates of solid
brass, 17 cm. in diameter and 4 mm. thick, were fastened 2
cm. apart and clamped by a screw on the upright revolving shaft
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of a kymograph. Around the entire circumference of these
plates notches had been sawed 4 mm. deep and 2 wide at regular
intervals of 2 mm. for one and 4 for the other half circumference.
A hundred uniform brass slots, stamped out with a die, were
made to fit these notches so exactly that they would go in easily
with the Tiand and yet not be thrown out by the revolutions of
the platea These slots could thus be set into the notches to
represent any interval or combination of intervals so far as the
circumference of the plates would admit. This limit might of
course be readily enlarged by increasing the circumference or by
constructing two or more pairs of plates each with one uniformly
distinct series of notches all the way round. Upon the upright
iron beam which supports the shaft of the drum, was fastened a
frame to hold large quill tooth-picks which were kept in position
by a screw and clamp to play upon the slots as they rotated
past. We could find no other substance which produces, when
cut down to the proper form, clicks so sharp and distinct, even if
the eyes or slots are very close together or the rotations very
rapid, while offering so little resistance to the rotation of the
drum. The upper part of the annexed cut (A) represents the screen
and letters, and the lower (B) the simple aparatus for producing
the clicks which we call a rhythmometer and which can be fur-
nished by our University mechanic. When such an adjustment
had been found that a semi-circumference filled with slots (n)
moves under the quill (q) at exactly the same rate, measured by
an electric tuning fork (/) of 50 vibrations per sec. on the drum
above, as a semi-circumference with no slots,—i.e., when the pres-
sure of the quill producing the clicks did not retard the drum,—and
when a mm. scale had been pasted under the points of the fric-
tion-wheel and the time-interval between two slots for each of
several desired positions of the points determined once for all,
observations could be begun.
A. Counting.
A number of cogs was set up by the operator (following no
order of numbers) and one cog was put m as an avertmemeni
at what seemed the most convenient interval of about | of a
sec, and the observer sought to count the clicks. The drum
was allowed to revolve several times till he had attained a
satisfactory degree of certainty, when the record was made and
another number set up.
In the observations on which the Table on next page is based, the
effects of fatigue are in large measure eliminated by beginning
each series of observations with a small number of clicks, passing
upwards, skipping from four to eight, to a maximum of two or
three score clicks and then down again on the same numbers
in inverse order and excluding all series wbich showed any
considerable deviation. In this way from three or four to ten
observations on each number (more on the small than on the
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larger numbers) were made, of which only the averages are given
in the Table and intermediate numbers above ten omitted. Two
other intervals above and below those of the Table were used.
The effects of practice are obvious. 'E. M. H., e.g., on whom but
one very incomplete record was made, was most in error, while
J. J. and G. S. H., who made most records, are nearest right
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TABLE
ESTIMATED NUMBER
Interval, 0O895 »
G.S.H.
2
3
4
5
6-6
7
8
8-33
9
11-66
16-5
18
22-5
29
3 3 3
36-6
41
J.J.
2
3
4
4-8
5-6
6 1
7
8
8
10-6
14-7
17-8
23
27-4
33
37
42
H.S.
2
3
3 4
4-2
6
6
7
8
8-1
11
9
13-2
17-5
24
27
33
43
3 4 5
49
48
57
5C8.
J.D.
2
3
3 2 5
3 7 5
4
675
7
7-75
11-5
15
20-5
20
24-6
26
315
34
35-5
41
G.S.H.
2
3
3 5 5
4-6
5 4 3
6
616
8-1
8-2
11
15
19-7
20
23
L
3F CLICKS (Averaged).
Interval,
J.J.
2
2-86
322
3-57
4-29
6-5
5-6
6
5-7
6 5
10
11-25
13
15
20
27
32
35
39
44
47
as.
2
2-2
3
3-25
3
3-5
4-25
4
5-2
6
7
9-2
101
12-5
12-5
14-7
17
18
21
25
23
0-0523
J.D.
2
2
3-8
3-7
3 7
5-8
4
8
5-8
9
11
8
12-2
18
11
26
30
26-5
25-5
sees.
A.G.B.
2
2-5
3 5
4
4
4
4
4 5
6-26
6
8-7
10-2
11-7
16
17
21
22
26-5
E.M.H.
2
2
2
3
3
4
5
6
8
Counting objects and impressions is a very complex process and
slow and hard to teach or learn. (1) The impressions in a series
must of course be distinguished from each other. The ear, which
does this most acutely of all the senses unless it be touch, can
discriminate - j - ^ (Helmholtz) or even ^A^ (Exner) of a sec. under
exceptionally favourable conditions. These of course are extreme
limits, but from 24 to 40 beats per sec. can be distinguished by
the average ear without fusing into a tone. The actual number
of beats is also a function ; that is, in order that their discontinu-
ity may be clearly perceived, four or even three clicks or beats
must be farther apart than two need to be. When two are easily
distinguished, three or four separated by the same interval
approach nearer to the above limit and are often confidently
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pronounced to be two or three respectively. It would be well if
observations were so directed as to ascertain, at least up to ten or
twenty, the increase required by each additional click in a series
for the sense of discontinuity to remain constant throughout.
(2) Counting requires a series of innervations, if not of actual
muscular contractions. So far Strieker is probably correct, un-
critically as he overlooks other elements in the process. The
most rapid contraction of antagonistic muscles in trilling by
pianists who have given us their record, or the rapid lingual
movements involved in aspirating the sounds t, k, recorded by a
Marey tambour, we have never found to exceed and rarely to reach
six double or twelve single contractions per sea, while few can
make more than four or five double movements in that time.
There is thus at any rate a wide interval between the most rapid
innervations and the limit of discriminative audibility for succes-
sive sounds. Attention, in other words, discriminates sensation
much more rapidly than the will can generate impulses. How
this fact is reconciled with any extreme form of the hypothesis of
the identity of apperceptive and volitional processes, it is not easy
to see. No one would surely venture to assume that, because we
can volitionally cut short the otherwise normal duration of a
single innervation-impulse by innervating an antagonistic muscle,
the extreme limit of distinguishing elements in a series of noises
marks really the limit of this abbreviation.
(3) Counting involves the matching, pairing or approximative
synchronisation of the terms in two series of events in conscious-
ness. However familiar both series may be, this is difficult. Many
school-children find it hard to keep step with others or to keep
time with a drum or piano in marching, and savages have been
reported to sight across each stick used as a counter at animals
they were selling, to keep the correct tale. Even in registering
transits, some observers record the instant the edge of the dancing
star first touches the threads and others wait till it seems exactly
bisected by it. Again, one anticipates the instant and practically
eliminates his physiological time, while another admits it in full ;
hence the personal equation is far greater than can be accounted
for by physiological or reaction-time. Wundt's ingenious obser-
vation upon an index moving across marks on a dial to simulate
the transit of a star showed the great difficulty, if not impossi-
bility, of identifying in time the perception of two really syn-
chronous impressions on disparate senses. What now becomes
of the lost clicks when we are constantly behind in counting, yet
with great subjective assurance that we are right ? It will hardly
be sufficient to say that, when counting with great energy and
concentration, we cease to attend to the auditory series, stretching
the interval we caught the tempo of at the beginning of the series,
as all short intervals are expanded when we come to perceive only
our innervations. We may however conceive the earliest an-
nouncement of the impression of the first click in consciousness,
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and the exit therefrom of the registry-innervation involved in
counting it, as separated in time by some not inconsiderable
proportion of the simple reaction-time from ear to tongue. If the
interval between the clicks is greater than or equal to this reduced
reaction-interval, consciousness is done with the first click when
the second arrives, and there is no error. If, however, the second
click begins to be recognised in the focus of consciousness before
this has completely initiated the act of tallying the first, and if the
fastest rate of doing so has already been attained, then the third
click will come a little earlier in the process, until at length a click
in the later afferent stage will cease to be distinguishable from
the perhaps more widely irradiated process of the earher efferent
stage of tallying, and will drop out of consciousness and be lost,
possibly after the analogy of the second of two sub-maximal
stimuli in myological work, which produces no summation if
extremely near the first in time. There is a disparateness
between hearing clicks and counting, as there is between hearing
the bell and seeing the index moving over the divisions of the
dial, only it is of a different kind ana perhaps degree; but the
two acts are united in a " complexion '' (Wundt), like all other
impressions, if their apperception is simultaneous. If this be the
explanation, we should expect that, in certain melancholies and
other mental disorders in which the answer to the simplest
question is delayed for perhaps a whole minute or more, this
dropping out of successive sounds with great assurance that all
are counted might begin at a much slower rate. But'again the
sense of manyness, which we get from the first two or three
clicks, acts as a stimulus to us to bend all available energy to
tally as fast as possible, and this concentration makes the sensa-
tion of the clicks dim Thus it may be enough to simply say
that, as we are unable to realise the different acuteness of the
time-sense in the domains of different senses, so we fail to ap-
preciate how wide the interval is between our power to hear and
to count. We do not realise how far the fastest counting falls
short of the fastest hearing. In judging of small divisions of
time, we seem, as Vierordt thought, to take relatively large periods,
perhaps even as great as our psychic constant (or the time we
reproduce with least change)—so large at least that we can over-
look it readily, and then pair or otherwise group the subdivisions
which do not get into the field of direct time-sensibility them-
selvea The focus of apperception is perhaps dominated by the
rhythm of the largest and more slowly loading and discharging
motor cells. Although we can discriminate a finer intermittency
by means of the smaller sensory cells, this is prone to be done
more in the indirect field of consciousness, and these smaller
moments of time speedily fall out of sense-memory into oblivion
like knowledge or impressions not directly reacted on. If imme-
diately known time be discrete, and temporal continuity be an
inference, as seems likely, these finer temporal signs are some-
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what analogous to the finer local signs discriminating motion
and even its direction considerably within the ordinary limits of
discriminative sensibility for stationary compass-points.
(4) Counting is more than tallying by ones; it is giving
names to each position in a series of tallies. These number-
names even below ten are of different quantity, difficulty of
pronunciation, &c., and neither the effort nor time of innervation
or of transition to successive names is uniform. The words one,
two, three, can be brought out more easily and quickly than seven,
eight, nine, even though the innervation is only just enough to
enable us to keep place in the series. Generally this was not
done (unless in the second series of G. S. H. in the Table) and
probably cannot be done much quicker, to say the least, than the
most rapid rates of antagonistic innervation even in the most
skeleton pronunciations of them. If it can be, then counting
ceases to be the real tallying or counting by ones. The lack of
uniformity in the number-names makes the series of counts,
unlike the smooth sensory series of clicks, so uneven that rhythms
in the act are almost inevitable. Easier syllables are slurred
over and harder ones made more prominent by means of the
greater time or effort they require. Hence, in part, comes the
tendency with most to count with a system of accents, on, say,
the tens, fives, or perhaps twos. This too helps to make the
exact matching, necessary to very rapid and correct counting,
hard. The number-name is of course the last of these processes
learned by the child. We have often found children of three or
four years of age to bring " so many " blocks, if a number of
actual things was pointed out, or even to beat "so many"
times up to five, six or even eight, who did not know the number-
names in order above two or three.
B. Just observable Differences of Duration.
Three equal intervals, each begun and ended by a click,
and each interval separated from the next by a convenient
term of about 1 sec., were set up on our apparatus. First
the observer heard a click as a signal that the series was about to
begin, then came the initial, and in, e.y., 4-27 sees, the terminal
click of the first interval; after a rest of about 1 sec. came the
initial and then the terminal click of the next; and after another
second's pause those of the third interval, all three intervals being
equal in the first set of observations. Then the length of the
middle interval was either increased, diminished or left un-
changed, and the drum again set in motion ; when it had reached
its full uniform rate of rotation, the observer tried to tell in
which sense, if any, the middle interval had been changed.
He was allowed to hear the series but four times before judging.
These conditions were of course very favourable for accurate
judgment. After the series had been heard two or even three
times, no impression of the relative length of the middle interval
•would often exist, and only after hearing the fourth and last
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would the judgment incline to the plus or minus side. So, too,
inserting the variable between two invariable and like intervals
greatly facilitated judgment, which between two unlike terms is
far less accurate. D. and S. made each twenty judgments when
the middle interval was varied ^ of the 4-27 sees, of the extremes,
viz., ten times each way with no error. G. S. H. judged ninety
times under the same conditions with no error, while J. J. made
only twelve errors in ninety judgments. When the variation of
the mean was y ^ of the same time of the extremes, D. and S.
made no errors in ten judgments, J. J. made three errors in forty
judgments, and G. S. H. made two errors in thirty judgments.
These latter judgments and the effort to ' hold time' which they
involved were extremely fatiguing, and yet occasionally a judg-
ment would be rendered with far less than the usual degree of
attentive effort, and such judgments seemed hardly less likely to
be correct than the most laboured ones with many muscles in-
volved in the repressed but often quite compounded ' time-beats'.
Confidence in the power to judge the finer intervals, or in the
correctness of a judgment when made, diminished greatly as the
differentiation required was hard, and surprise, when a short
series was found at the end to be mostly correct, was almost
invariable.
C. Full and Vacant Intervals.
A third set of comparisons was made. It is well known that
if a horizontal line be bisected in the middle and one half un-
touched and the other half crossed by short regular perpendicular
lines, the latter half will seem the longer. It was found that
under certain conditions the same illusion held for the time-
sense. The intervals are arranged as described in the preceding
paragraph, only there are but two of them. Of these the first is
set full of cogs which give a corresponding number of clicks, as
they pass under the quill. In this case the illusion was invari-
able. Full tables were constructed for four individuals. With
10 clicks the following vacant interval to be judged equal to it
must be extended to the time of 14 to 18 clicks. 15 clicks
seemed equal to the time of from 16 to 19. Preliminary experi-
ments upon other individuals indicate that these differences are
extreme. If the absolute length of interval is increased beyond
from 1 to 3 sees., the illusion is less. I t is also less if the clicks
are very near together. The illusion still holds, but is diminished,
if, instead of comparing clicks and a vacant time, more or less
frequent series of clicks are compared. In these observations
also, the time between the two intervals became quite im-
portant. In general the illusion was less if this time was short,
but if less than about J of a sec. the illusion again became
greater. Indeed in a few cases an indifference-time was found
in which little or no illusion took place. This entire illusion,
however, is reduced to a minimum, and with some persons
vanishes, if the order of the terms be reversed, viz., if the
vacant or less-filled interval precedes.
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